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Sorry, but this thread is about Mitchell, not AllData. Topics are either full of technical terms, or completely go into trend terms. And to them, as a rule, many people have already written. Z.Y. The short answer to your comment is: "Opinions vary, from justified and quite reasonable, to unfounded and blind, not supported by facts." Quote (Soroka1353@05.01.2016 - 20:40) There is such a thing as WORLD ORDER Dear Mr. Sorokaa1353,
You are wrong. The concept of "world order" is not a philosophical question, but a political doctrine. Its origin is from the definitions of the World Laws (by the name of their inventor Charles Darwin). It did not arise from scratch, but under the influence of a specific geographical location. The order established between states, by definition, cannot be "world order". Other examples of well-known concepts of the world order: maps of
territories displaying the "Greater World Order", etc. But this is not a world order, since such a geographical location is not "politically justified". The world order can be considered the one established in specific regions (subregions) in specific conditions, in specific circumstances. And if this order does not go beyond the region, then it will be called "peacekeeping". In vain you think so, in civilized countries, too, sometimes there are
military conflicts. And they are not always rightly called "world". Itâ€™s just worth thinking a little about where on whose territory the theaters of war are located, as it will immediately become clear - with neighbors or with neighbors of neighbors :-) I quote: "Opinions" is far from being "comprehensively, comprehensively." This is the opinion of only one (two, three, etc.) of the participants in the discussion. They don't argue with him.
And what do you mean by "different" approaches to the "World Order"? For example, one "secular" considers it "peaceful", and the other "militant". Or can the "world" order be trusted in the first place? These approaches come from different historical and geopolitical experiences. At the moment, for each of the participants in the problem under discussion, the best option available in world history or in the near future seems to be good,
and the opposite is bad. and the remark is quite reasonable, I would even say useful. especially in the context of his preference
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